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Information About Company: Texas Instruments
Examrace Placement Series prepares you for the toughest placement exams to top companies.
In keeping with the myriad requirements of a front-runner in the fast-evolving semiconductor
sector, the Business Services unit manages TI India's complex and diverse infrastructure. This
unit streamlines functions covering information technology, finance, commercials, facilities,
administration and security and provides the right environment for a world class R&D center for
TI in India. Business Services is the function that keeps TI India's R&D functions humming and
is at the core of all TI India activities, round the clock.

Finance
TI India's Business Services Finance portfolio operates in many areas. It manages payroll and
treasury functions, deals with budget, audit and related financial services and ensures that TI
India's financial operations are within the framework of Indian government regulations.

Information Technology Systems and Design Systems
The Information Technology Systems and Design Systems division can rightly be termed the
backbone of the information and technology network of TI India's business. ITS/DS keeps open
the lines of communication within TI India's various operating units. This division, staffed by
competent technical professionals, proficient in diverse platforms such as Sun-Solaris, Windows
and Linux, provides a massive, scalable infrastructure that encompasses all information
technology related products and services.

Administration or Facilities
This function interacts with outside agencies with regard to acquiring and maintaining
properties such as buildings, recreational centers, cafeterias, gardens, etc. TI India's facilities
require world-class infrastructure in terms of air-conditioning, conditioned power supplies and
back-up systems

Careers
Texas Instruments leads the industry in leading edge semiconductors through creative
innovations that help re-engineer their customers businesses. To stay at the top in the face of
ever increasing competition, TI adopts operating practices that are the best in the semiconductor
business.
When you work for Texas Instruments India you are not just a part of the organization's most
important R&D center outside the US, you work on ground breaking technologies, alongside
talent whose ideas have created waves in the industry. At TI India, your potential is recognized,
your endeavor is supported and your contribution is rewarded.
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